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This classic handbook, from the originator of sensory integration theory, is currently available in an updated, parent-
friendly edition. Indispensable reading for parents, this reserve is also an excellent method to improve conversation
between therapists, parents, and teachers. With a new foreword by Dr. Tips, checklists, question-and-answer sections,
and parent assets make the brand new edition more educational and useful. Florence Clark and commentaries by
identified specialists in sensory integration, this quantity clarifies sensory integration dysfunction, how to recognize it,
and what to do about it. Retaining all the features that produced the original edition so popular with both parents and
professionals, Sensory Integration and the kid remains the very best book about them.The initial edition was the first
publication to explicate sensory integration dysfunction, and this edition offers new insights and helpful updates within
an easy-to-use format.
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More professionals that work with children must understand .. Children are designed to be kept in arms, to perform,
play, climb and reveal in lifestyle, not really lie in cribs, restrained in carriers, isolated in day care, sitting sedentary at
college desks doing paperwork. More professionals that use children must become familiar with the task of Jean Ayres;g.
They must be aware that not absolutely all of it is generally accepted as scientifically established... Although I had a
chuckle at how the current edition of the book seemed a little bit spoon-fed, as if people's degree of intellect got
devolved since the 1970's edition, Ayres' gifted details still shines through! This book helped me make that point.
Informative for family This is a great book for learning the fundamentals of sensory integration. It seems very useful for
parents and others wanting to learn the fundamentals of Ayres' theory and procedure. Ayres and gaining even more
insights. I still feel like I'm a bit unsure of the benefits and how the devices helps by reading this book but overall, it
was informative. It is also a very easy examine., in a glossary (yes, that is a concept predicated on neurology and
developmental psychology, so right now there is some technical language) and with lots of examples and images to
illustrate the complex idea of how processing and integration info from our senses influences our physical,
psychological, cognitive, social advancement, our view of ourselves and of the world, and our development into effective
occupational beings. Five Stars Great price and perfect for my class. Literally changed just how I view my daughter My
girl has dyspraxia which, in age autism, makes her the odd kid out in the special needs department. More evidence
needed This is a fine book, by an excellent and enthusiastic researcher, and I would recommend anyone involved in
treating developmentally disabled children to read it." Based on the results of the SCSIT, occupational therapists trained
in Ayres methods carry out the remedies described in Chapter 10. Dyspraxia is an accepted neurological sign. So far, my
daughter has shown incredibly positive, rapid switch in behavior. I'd have returned it except that llife is too short.
Rather than a pill, try sensory integration treatment and homeschooling!I anticipate reading more from Dr. I used this
reserve to try to short myself for a dissertation. I highly recommend this book for just about any parent dealing with a
kid with sensory integration issues, autism, or dyspraxia. The most scientifically based easy to comprehend literature in
regards to a complex phenomenon I cannot understand what people consider "defending" and "dissertation" about this
book... they certainly are a tragic consequence of a lifestyle that does not meet children's most basic attachment needs
and need for movement, creation and stimulation.Through the entire book I find a straightforward to understand
vocabulary with comprehensive explanations of technical term, e. in a period of epidemic labeling and drugging of
children, it is shocking if you ask me that more mental health, medical, cultural work and educational experts are so
unaware of sensory integration and the problems that can result when a child suffers sensory integration complications.
I would like to find a even more medical/scientific book that explains how sensory integration in fact works. I wouldn't
hold that against her, because most of the "official"diagnostic entities for childhood neuropsychiatric disorders are
fuzzy. They are known as "developmental coordination disorder" in DSM. She was method ahead of her time." If you ask
me, this is the most effective and exclusive contribution of the book: to create adults step in to the shoes of kids with
troubles and imagine how it must be to live with some kind of distorted perception of one's own body and depends upon.
We had been struggling with her therapists because not merely did they not really understand her condition, that they
had no idea how exactly to treat it. One piece I would add is definitely that sensory processing complications do not
occur out of nowhere; Ayres uses some diagnostic terms that aren't in DSM IV and ICD10. And Dr. Sensory integrative
disorder isn't a DSM or ICD entity. Ayres' recommendations. "Developmental dyspraxia" and "clumsy kid syndrome" are
in ICD10 and so are used more in Britain. Ayres describes the widespread implications of disruptions of the
neurophysiological process. The word "minimal mind disorder" or MBD is considered obsolete by both of these
nomenclatures. The child emerging from the womb will need to have trouble making sense of all the sensations to arrive
from eye and ears and touch and taste. Ayres believes that many developmental disorders are due to something going
incorrect with this process. It is a plausible theory, but hard to confirm or disprove. Great book Great book. Based on her
theories she's created the Southern California Sensory Integration Test. This is not reviewed in Lezack's
"Neuropsychological Assessment.After more than a year of hardly any progress with my daughter in every areas, I read
this book, and informed my daughter's therapists that I'd like to incorporate Dr. The outcomes of controlled trials of the
treatment aren't described in the publication, but evidently many parents of afflicted kids have found the treatment



helpful. Mine simply happens to now maintain the organization world! If this may be became effective it could b well
worthy of the expense and time. This is the only reason behind the 4 stars rather than 5. recommended for every OTS
implementing Ayres SI helpful in my research for CLASI. suggested for all OTS implementing Ayres SI. The first 130
pages of the book are devoted to developing her theory, and to an overview of the complete of child development,
neurology, and the theories of Piaget. I wish I could have met her and thanked her personally.This book transforms the
reader's view of children - all at a sudden it's not just "behavior" anymore but you begin to ask "how come this child
behave like this?. Her OT didn't understand that the fear and defensiveness that she had come to know was not my
daughter's "personality" but due to her sensory integration problems. I like the book I like the publication, and it
explains a ot of issues in a way that anyone could understand but i have a issue with the price. Five Stars great insight.
This is a paperback reserve and isn't very long, nonetheless it is usually a textbook price. Most of all it can be found at
pediatric therapy network for $21 instead of $160 that it is here. A discouraging rant about a child's disabilities that
predict doom . There is a place in the world for every child when he matures. Two Stars Too much magic market
"underlining ". A discouraging rant about a child's disabilities that predict doom and gloom just when parents need to
feel hope and a bright future for their child. I was handed this reserve to learn by an OT in a school system 33 years
back. I can now say what I knew after that, trust your personal instincts.. It entails four hours weekly of treatment over
an unspecified amount of time, that's at least almost a year..
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